
These are the instructions for Saxon Phonics worksheets and Go 
Math lessons for the week of 4/6/20. 

Saxon Phonics Worksheets 
(grayish-brown pages)

Lesson (# is in top corner) Front Back

97
- Name at top 
- On the line, say “What letter makes the 

sound ___” (W sound) and have student 
write uppercase and lowercase W on the 
line. 

- In the box, circle all the Ws.

- #s 2, 3, 4: Write the letter that is the 
beginning sound of the corresponding 
picture. Ex: Sock Picture, write S. 

- #s 5, 6, 7: Sound out the word depicted in 
the picture. Ex: “wig” and write w i  g  

- High Frequency Words: read these words 
together.

98

- Name at top 
- On the lines, give the kids letter sounds (in 

a random order) and have them write the 
correct Uppercase and Lowercase letter for 
each.  (Just like lesson 97 with the W 
sound.) For the C or K sound, students can 
pick ONE letter than says the /k/ sound for 
one blank, then write the other on another 
blank, OR you can have them write both on 
the line. EX: “Write the letters that say /k/.” 
*Student writes Cc/Kk. 

- In the box, circle all the Ws.

- Use letter tiles (plastic, you will need to 
punch them out.)  Place the letter tile on the 
picture that says the beginning sound. Ex: Nest 
picture - Put down N letter tile.

99
- Name at top 
- In the left-hand box, draw a line 

connecting the matching uppercase and 
lowercase letters. 

- Do the same in the right-hand box.

- Have them read to find the following words: 
#1 - wet; #2 - well; #3 - west; #4 - will; #5 
- went 

- Read high frequency words together.

100

- Name at top 
- On the lines, give the kids letter sounds (in 

a random order) and have them write the 
correct Uppercase and Lowercase letter for 
each.  (Just like lesson 97 with the W 
sound.) For the C or K sound, students can 
pick ONE letter than says the /k/ sound for 
one blank, then write the other on another 
blank, OR you can have them write both on 
the line. EX: “Write the letters that say /k/.” 
*Student writes Cc/Kk. 

- On numbers 1, 2, 3: Draw a line connecting 
the word with the correct picture. Make 
sure the kids sound the words out 
themselves. 

- Do the same with numbers 4, 5, 6. 
- In the box, circle all the Ws. 
- Read high frequency words together. 



Lesson (# is in top corner) Front Back

101
- Name at top 
- On the line: “Write the letter than says 

___” (Q sound). *Remind them whenever we 
hear that sound we write QU…not just Q. 

- In the box, circle all the QUs

- #s 2, 3, 4 - Look at the picture in the box 
and write the letter for the beginning 
sound. Ex: “Leaf” write L. 

- #s 5, 6, 7 - Sound out the words and draw 
a line to the correct picture. 

- Read high frequency words together.

102

-   Name at top 
- On the lines, give the kids letter sounds (in 

a random order) and have them write the 
correct Uppercase and Lowercase letter for 
each.  (Just like lesson 97 with the W 
sound.)  If you give the Q sound make sure 
they write “QU.” For the C or K sound, 
students can pick ONE letter than says the 
/k/ sound for one blank, then write the 
other on another blank, OR you can have 
them write both on the line. EX: “Write the 
letters that say /k/.” *Student writes Cc/Kk. 

- In the box, circle all the Qs.

- Call out a word. Think of the sound you 
hear at the beginning of the word. Draw an 
X on the correct letter. EX: call out “water” 
and student draws an X on the letter W. 

- Read high frequency words together.

103
- Name at top 
- Circle all the QUs.

- Sound out to find these words: #1 - Quit; 
#2 - will; #3 - quiz; #4 - squid 

- Read high frequency words together

104

- Name at top 
- On the lines, give the kids letter sounds (in 

a random order) and have them write the 
correct Uppercase and Lowercase letter for 
each.  (Just like lesson 97 with the W 
sound.)  If you give the Q sound make sure 
they write “QU.” For the C or K sound, 
students can pick ONE letter than says the 
/k/ sound for one blank, then write the 
other on another blank, OR you can have 
them write both on the line. EX: “Write the 
letters that say /k/.” *Student writes Cc/Kk.

- #s 1, 2, 3 - Draw line from word to picture. 
(Kids sound words out.) 

- Repeat for #s 4, 5, 6 
- Circle all the QUs. 
- Read high frequency words together.

Go Math Work
Go Math Student Workbook (thick book with colorful pages)

Lessons 6.1 through 6.4

Follow the directions at the bottom of each page.


